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Q.Can you please confirm that the boundaries shown on the pdf documents outlining 
the management zones are correct and not subject to the disclaimer? 

A.It is not clear which version of the pdf maps you are referring to, however I can advise that 
the boundaries of the management zones are correct for whichever consultation stage they 
refer to. They are captured relative to the same Ordnance Survey 1:25,000 colour raster 
map background as used in the pdf copies. The general mapping disclaimer applies to all of 
the mapping produced as the Park Authority cannot guarantee the accuracy and correctness 
of the background mapping used. 

Q.Due to scale the width of the line depicting the zone outline is a significant distance 
on the ground. 

A.The line width used in all pdf copies of the published maps was 0.5mm which equates to 
1.25m on the ground at 1:25,000 scale. 

Q.Can you confirm it is the centreline of that line that depicts the management zone 
boundary? 

A.Where a line follows an identified feature on the ground then the feature itself is the 
boundary. Where a line is shown as relative to an identified feature then the boundary is the 
centreline of the printed line. 

Q.Can you supply me with a shape file for use in a geographic information system so 
we can fully understand the exact position of the boundary? 

A.Please find attached GIS data file of the final version of the Management Zone boundaries 
matched to Ordnance Survey 1:25,000 colour raster (2014) along with the associated 
metadata files.  

As you have specifically requested a shapefile, it has been concluded that you are 
requesting the data to be supplied in ESRI shapefile format. 

This data has been made available to you under the Open Government Licence  (version 
3.0). 

All reproductions of this data must contain the following attribution to Ordnance Survey: 

Contains OS data © Crown copyright and database right (year) 

Where (year) should be replaced with the year of reproduction 

e.g. Contains OS data © Crown copyright and database right 2016 

 

General Mapping Disclaimers 
The representation of features or boundaries in which Loch Lomond & The 
Trossachs National Park Authority or others have an interest does not necessarily 
imply their true positions. For further information please contact the appropriate 
authority.  

Q.Does this disclaimer relate to any of the boundaries LLTNPA has created with 
respect to the management bylaw zones and if it does how can I get  a detailed outline 
of the boundary such that there will be no doubt what is in the management zone and 
what is outwith the zone? 

A.The general mapping disclaimer applies to all of the mapping produced as the Park 
Authority cannot guarantee the accuracy and correctness of the background mapping used. 
The boundaries are created relative to the background, and are therefore correct when 
viewed against the same background map. 

http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/version/3/


Q.I wish to establish is the true boundary line of  Management Zones 1, 2, 3 and 4.  

Can you please supply this information? 

A.It is not clear what you mean by “true boundary line”. The maps delineating the 
Management Zones will be annexed to the published Byelaws. The GIS file provided with 
this response letter was used in the creation of these maps. 
 
 


